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Dear customer 
 
 
We know that these are increasingly worrying and stressful times for you and 
your family and friends.  The same is true for our staff who are going through this 
pandemic with the same worries as everyone else and at the same time working 
hard from home, as best they can, to provide services.  We hope all of you are 
keeping safe and well.  
 
We are continuing to monitor the pandemic situation, which changes from day 
to day and try to identify relevant advice and support to share with you.  Keep 
looking at our face book posts and our web site for the most up-to-date 
information.  Things are not normal for us and are unlikely to be for some time 
so we would ask our customers to please bear with us and be patient – we are 
doing our best under very difficult circumstances. 
 
Resumption of Service 
Our priority, currently, is to ensure the continuity of critical services wherever 
possible and to ensure the safety and welfare of our customers.  All of our 
services are, in some way, affected by the current lock down restrictions.  This 
means that we are delivering only critical emergency services and non-essential 
services are postponed. This includes the suspension of all housing allocation and 
processing of new applications for housing.  We are, however working on ways 
to re-introduce something like a full service when the rules allow. 
 
More recently you may have seen an increase in some outside work.  A few weeks 
ago we announced that IDverde our Landscape Maintenance Contractor would 
be resuming some work which could be done in a safe way.  Please don’t 
approach the operatives while they carry out their work.  Social distancing 
measures should continue to be maintained by everyone to help reduce the 
transmission of COVID – 19.   
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This is strongly advised for people aged 70 or over and people with underlying health conditions 
and pregnant women but everyone should follow the principles and if you are in any doubt about 
the guidance you will find further advice on social distancing at NHS Inform. 
 
Paying your rent. 
At the start of lock down our Chair and I sent out a message to tenants explaining that no one 
will lose their home because of the pandemic.  This has not changed.  This doesn’t mean however, 
that we don’t expect tenants to pay their rent or that rent arrears built up before the pandemic 
won’t be dealt with in the normal way.  If you can, you should continue to pay your rent as 
normal.  Our web site contains all the ways in which you can do this.  Where you find that you 
are having difficulty in paying your rent we will talk to you about accessing advice and available 
financial support to help you.  We have our own Welfare Benefits Advice service which you can 
access by telephoning our normal office number. 
 
Repairs 
For the time being our repairs contractor will only carry out emergency repairs, these are loosely 
defined as ones which deal with “life and limb” and repairs, if not done promptly, lead to serious 
damage to a building or a component within the building. Please bear with us during this time 
and only report things to us which are actual emergencies.  Anything else which can wait can be 
reported to us when we are providing a normal service. 
 
You should be aware that our main repairs contractor MPS Housing, has notified us that they will 
not be continuing to work for us beyond 30 June 2020.  This was quite unexpected and we are 
putting measures in place to replace them with a new contractor.  We will write to you again 
when we have more information but in the meantime you should continue to report emergency 
repairs as normal.  
 
Gas boiler servicing 
We have explained to tenants before that the inspecting and servicing of gas boilers is a statutory 
responsibility for the Association.  That is why we have to get access to your home at least once 
every 12 months to carry out the inspection and the servicing. The Corona virus is understandably 
making this job much more challenging, though our contractor is continuing to carry out the work 
when they can.  Please tell us if you are self -isolating or part of a shielded group and we will 
make arrangements with you that will keep you safe.  Otherwise please allow the contractor to 
carry out the service.  
 
Problems with neighbours 
As many of us are adapting to lockdown lifestyles and working from home or staying home as 
much as possible, this inevitably means spending more time around our neighbours and this can 
sometimes be problematic.  We are dealing with an increase of reports of problems between 
neighbours.  These can be difficult to deal with at the best of times but almost impossible during 
the current lock down restrictions.   
 
It should also be borne in mind that our ability to deal proportionately and appropriately with 
problems between neighbours is dependent on the nature and severity of the problem and our 
ability to gather information, witness statements and corroboration, including police reports.  
Information about problems with neighbours is attached as part of this letter. 
 
Fencing/Laying New Paving 
Many residents, owners and tenants alike, have been putting their time and the good weather 
to good use by maintaining and improving their gardens, replacing fences and laying new paving. 
I want to remind residents that any new fencing they put up should not include the installation 
of gates that require access over common landscaping to reach them. Please be aware that very 
few properties in Bridgewater’s estate areas have a right of access over landscaped areas. 
Similarly laying paving or any other surfacing e.g. stone chippings must not be laid on common 



landscaping. Please note that Erskine’s landscaped areas exist for the benefit and amenity of all 
residents. Bridgewater does not allow access over these areas unless there are extenuating 
circumstances e.g. to provide a temporary means of access for a disabled person.  
 
Supporting Communities Fund  
The Association made an application for £27,000 to the Scottish Government Supporting 
Communities Fund which was successful and the money will support the tremendous efforts of 
local community organisations such as Erskine Community Council in providing food parcels and 
other essential support to elderly/ vulnerable tenants and families. We are also increasing our 
Welfare Rights service.  Additionally we have been and will continue to help and support people 
by delivering food and medicines and pointing them to the appropriate services 
 
Welfare Benefits and other available Support 
The Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) have made temporary changes to benefits during 
the coronavirus outbreak, details of these and other supports which are on a note attached to 
this letter. 
 
I genuinely hope this letter finds you and your family and friends in good health and coping well 
with the current restrictions in our daily lives.  Like you, I hope it won’t be too long before we are 
all back to some kind of normality, (whatever that may be).  In the meantime, we continue to be 
here for you and when and where we can help you with your problems.  So please don’t hesitate 
to get In touch with us at our normal number, or e mail address (at the top of this letter). 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Ian McLean 
Chief Executive 
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Welfare Benefits and other available Support 
The Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) have made temporary changes to benefits during 
the coronavirus outbreak: 
 
If you are already receiving support: 
Special arrangements are in place for people in receipt of benefits who cannot attend Jobcentre 
appointments because they are required to stay at home or are infected by coronavirus.  The 
arrangements are: 
 

• People who need to claim ESA or universal Credit because of coronavirus will not be 
required to produce a fit note. 

• When claimants “advise job centre in good time” that they are staying at home or that 
they have been diagnosed with coronavirus, they will not be sanctioned – Jobcentre will 
review their conditionality requirements in their claimant commitment, to ensure they 
are reasonable. 

• Claimants who are staying at home as a result of coronavirus will have their mandatory 
work search and work availability requirements removed to account for a period of 
sickness and will be treated as having “limited capability for work” 

 
For people who need to make a new claim for financial support. 
People who are required to stay at home or are infected by coronavirus may need financial 
support and quickly.  The legislation has been changed that: 
 

• Those affected by coronavirus will be able to apply for Universal Credit and can receive 
up to a month’s advance up front without physically attending a Jobcentre. 

• The 7 waiting days for ESA for new claimants will not apply if they are suffering from 
coronavirus or are required to stay at home – so it will be payable from day one. 

 
Employees and self-employed people 
To make sure people in work can take the necessary time off to stay at home if they are suffering 
from coronavirus or to prevent its spread, changes have been made to Statutory Sick Pay and 
how Universal Credit supports self-employed claimants. 
 
This includes: 
 

• People who cannot work due to coronavirus and are eligible for Statutory Sick Pay will get 
it from day one, rather than, from the fourth day of their illness – this measure applies 
retrospectively from 13 march 2020. 

• Statutory Sick Pay will be payable to people who are staying at home on government 
advice, not just those who are infected, from 13 March 2020 – employers are urged to 
use their discretion about what evidence, if any, they ask for. 
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• If employees need to provide evidence to their employer that they need to stay at home 
due to coronavirus, they will be able to get it from the NHS 111 Online, instead of having 
to get a fit note from their doctor. 

• Self – employed claimants on Universal Credit who are required to stay at home or are ill 
as a result of coronavirus will not have a minimum Income Floor (an assumed level of 
income) applied for a period while affected. 

 
Health Assessments 
All health assessments have been suspended, this includes Personal Independence Payment 
(PIP), Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) or Universal Credit (UC). 
 
Claimants in receipt of PIP ESA or UC will continue to receive their payments while their 
assessments are rearranged. No further action is required by any claimant.  You will be contacted 
by DWP if affected. 
 
Free TV License 
Last year, the BBC announced that only low-income households where one person receives the 
pension credit benefit will still be eligible for a free license from June 2020.  The BBC have now 
announced it is to delay TV license fee change for the over- 75s until August.  Free TV licenses for 
up to 3.7 million people had been due to be scrapped on 1 June, but that has been put back to 1 
August. 
 
Job Centre Plus Appointments 
People receiving benefits have not had to attend jobcentre appointments for three months from 
19 March.  People have continued to receive their benefits as normal but all requirements to 
attend the jobcentre in person are currently suspended. 
 
These are the current legislative changes that the Scottish Government has introduced. 
 
The Scottish Government has more than doubled the Scottish Welfare Fund in response to the 
coronavirus outbreak.  The Scottish Welfare fund pays Crisis Grants and Community Care Grants.  
If you live in Renfrewshire the grants are administered by Renfrewshire Council and the contact 
details can be found on their Web Site. www.renfrewshire.gov.uk 
 
Crisis Grants Eligibility 
A person can apply for a grant to cover: 
 

• Immediate short-term living expenses needed until their next income is due because of 
an emergency 

• In an emergency where a person is stranded, costs for accommodation in a hostel.  In 
these circumstances the cost must not be covered by other local authority obligations 
relating to homelessness. 

• Living expenses or items where the need for them has arisen because of a disaster. 
 
Community Care Grants 
The regulations require that applicants must be aged 16 or over and be on a low income.  The 
applicant must be resident in Renfrewshire or about to become resident or homeless.  The key 
test for a Community Care Grant is that the application is for someone setting up or maintaining 
an established home in the community.  There must be some risk that this may not be possible 
without a grant.  That risk does not need to be immediate for an applicant to qualify, and decision 
makers should use their discretion in deciding what constitutes a “risk” or exceptional pressure. 
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Problems with neighbours 
Our ability to deal with problems between neighbours under lock down is limited.  We are all 
working from home and are not able to visit people or see for our own eyes what the problem 
is.  Additionally, 8 out of every ten properties in Erskine are not owned by the Association.  We 
don’t get involved with problems between owner occupiers 
 
Nevertheless, as many of us are adapting to lockdown lifestyles and working from home or 
staying home as much as possible, this inevitably means spending more time around our 
neighbours and this can sometimes be problematic.   
 
Whilst many in Erskine have come together, helping one another, keeping in touch with group 
messages and chatting with their neighbours after the weekly NHS clap.  Others are feeling like 
prisoners in their own home as they endure weeks on end with perceptions of bad behaviour 
from some of their neighbours. 
 
Be Understanding 
It is important to realise that many people are struggling with their emotions during this difficult 
time.  You or your neighbours may be stressed, have financial problems, be experiencing physical 
health issues or struggling with their mental health during lock down. 
 
It is important that you act with respect and take account of your own situation, (and theirs) 
before you speak to your neighbours or take any action.  You should ask yourself, are your 
neighbours really unreasonable.  Or are you reacting to a stressful situation? 
 
Many people are using this time to make home improvements and children are off school and 
many more people are at home during the day than might otherwise be, noticing things that they 
wouldn’t normally.  So, remember that noise levels are likely to increase, but at the same time, 
it is not fair for your household to suffer. 
 
Noise level issues with neighbours 
Some people suffer from their neighbours making noise.  This can be particularly stressful if they 
make noise at night, early in the morning or if you work shifts or have young children that have 
their sleep disturbed.  Common complaints to us are loud music, parties, shouting, using power 
tools, hammering or continuous dog barking. 
 
The best way to approach issues like this are to talk to your neighbour.  (If your first reaction is 
to complain to the police, council or us, this can sometimes escalate the issues unnecessarily).  
They may not realise the noise that they are making can be heard through the walls.  Hopefully 
talking calmly with your neighbour will help them be more considerate, however be wary that 
not all people will take notice or be welcoming of a complaint. 
 
If you have other neighbours who are affected, it might be a good idea to speak to them to see 
if collectively you can resolve the issue. 
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If the noise disruptions do not improve or your neighbours are not approachable, the next step 
would be to contact the Renfrewshire Council or the Police and to let us know. 
 
Neighbours breaking social distancing rules 
We know that overall, as a country, most people are respecting the governments rules about 
essential travel and social distancing to help flatten the curve.  However, there are some who are 
pushing boundaries and breaking the rules who can risk us all having to spend longer in lock 
down. 
 
If you think that your neighbours are bending the rules or out-right-breaking them and you 
believe that they are putting themselves, or you and your household or anyone else at risk, you 
should report them to the police.  It is important that you don’t take matters in to your own 
hands when it comes to imposing lock down or social distancing rules.  Let the authorities deal 
with the matter if deemed necessary. 
 
Before you decide to contact the police, remember that not all key workers wear a uniform, so 
do not assume that your neighbour is not working.  Also, they may be out and about doing 
voluntary work or assisting vulnerable family members.  Not all disabilities are visible, so if your 
neighbours have people visiting the property, be respectful that they may need assistance due 
to a disability or illness. 
 
Parking and Disputes 
The Association owns all of the car parks in the areas where we own houses.  None of our tenants 
or our factored owners have their own designated space unless a space has been designated for 
a particular disabled person and has been marked as such.  Although the Association owns the 
car parks, (there are around 260 of them) and we maintain them, we do not manage or police 
their proper use.  If you have a problem with car parking, you should sort this out by talking 
amicably with the other car owner.  The Association does not get involved in disputes between 
people about car parking. 
 
 


